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A simple avalanche model for astroplasma and laboratory confinement
systems *
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An avalanche or ‘‘sandpile’’ model is discussed that generalizes the original self-organized
criticality avalanche model of Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld@Phys. Rev. Lett.59, 381 ~1987!# to
include spatially extended local redistribution. A single control parameter specifies the spatial extent
of local redistribution when the critical gradient is exceeded: this has profound consequences for
nonlocal avalanching transport and for the dynamical behavior of the system, which are insensitive
to other details such as the initial conditions and fluctuations in fueling or the critical gradient. The
model possesses essentially two regimes of behavior. If the scale of nonlocal transport is of the order
of the system size, the system is in the vicinity of a fixed point; in consequence the statistics of
energy dissipation and length of avalanches are power law, and the time evolution is irregular
~‘‘intermittent’’ !. If this scale is significantly smaller than the system size, the time evolution is
quasiregular and follows a limit cycle. The first of these regimes appears relevant to the earth’s
magnetosphere, where bursty transport and large scale reconfiguration~substorms! are observed. In
this case the avalanche statistics have been inferred from observations of patches of intensity in the
aurora, which may map to energy dissipation events in the magnetotail. The second regime displays
significant links to the observed confinement phenomenology of magnetic fusion plasmas,
corresponding to a broader range of model parameter space. For example, there is correlation
between sandpile profiles, stored energy, and edge steepening on the one hand, and the control
parameter on the other. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1352581#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in relating the observed ch
acteristics of energy transport in both astrophysical and la
ratory plasmas to ‘‘sandpile’’ models1 that dissipate energy
by means of avalanches. In these models avalanches o
whenever the local gradient is driven above a critical val
triggering local redistribution, which when iterated towa
stability produces spatially extended~sometimes global! re-
laxation events. In drawing parallels with space and labo
tory plasmas, there are essentially three points of con
First, the statistics~magnitude and frequency! of avalanche-
type energy release events that are observed in plasma
tems may display inverse power law features character
of sandpile algorithms. Second, ‘‘nonideal’’ features of t
observed plasma event statistics~for example, bumps and
bends outside the power law range! may also be recoverabl
from simple sandpile algorithms. And third, empirical fe
tures of a sandpile~for example, the scaling of its profile an
energy storage capacity with model parameters! may display
significant parallels with those of complex plasma syste

*Paper DI1 2, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.45, 87 ~2000!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Also at Space and Astrophysics, University of Warwick, U.K.
1961070-664X/2001/8(5)/1969/8/$18.00
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Interesting questions of a theoretical nature remain in
first area, notably the extent and significance of any l
between plasma phenomenology and the scale-free inv
power law statistics that are characteristic of self-organi
criticality ~SOC!,1,2 which we discuss below; we then focu
primarily on the second and third areas outlined above.

In the case of the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosph
system, the exploration of avalanche models was initiated
the suggestion3 that the dynamic magnetosphere may be
scribed by an SOC state. Observational motivation was
tially provided by power law features of magnetospheric
dex data, notably AE, which is an indicator of ener
dissipated by the magnetosphere into the ionosphere.4 How-
ever, these observations have recently been called into q
tion as an unambiguous indicator~see Refs. 5, 6! so here we
discuss more recent evidence which utilizes more direct
servation of energy dissipation into the aurora.7 Importantly,
the global disruptions of the magnetotail~substorm events!
appear to have occurrence statistics with a well defin
mean. There exists a class of sandpile models~e.g., Refs.
8, 9! that yield systemwide avalanches whose statistics h
a well-defined mean~intrinsic scale!, as well as yielding in-
ternal avalanche statistics that are scale free; this motiv
both the original application of such models to the glob
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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magnetosphere,10 and the work involving a generalization o
the algorithm11 described below.

An additional issue arises in the coupled solar win
magnetosphere-ionosphere system, where observa
rather than controlled experiments are the available me
by which the question of scale free statistics can be inve
gated. Ideally, one attempts to test unambiguously the
pothesis that the probability distributions of energy dis
pated, length scales and durations of events internal to
magnetospheric system~internal avalanches! are inverse
power law as expected for a system in SOC;12 specifically, a
slowly driven sandpile. We will discuss how a feature g
neric to most edge-driven sandpile models is that the in
of the power law signature in statistics of energy rele
events is robust against fluctuations and variations in
mean value of the drive13,6—a key requirement for compari
son with observations. A generic feature of this type of s
tistical experimental evidence is that long runs of data
required, and in the magnetospheric system it is unavoid
that both the instantaneous value and the recent mean o
loading rate~the solar wind! will have strong variation.

Interest in applications of the sandpile paradigm to m
netic fusion plasmas was initially motivated in part by obs
vations of rapid nonlocal nondiffusive energy transp
events in tokamaks; for early reviews, see, for examp
Refs. 14,15. Intriguing observations of such events conti
to be made in tokamaks,16–18 and in large scale numerica
simulations thereof.19,20

In parallel, a more general physics question has a
been implicit ~and sometimes explicit! in many studies.
Namely, the extent to which other salient features of o
served tokamak confinement phenomenology—the resu
complex interplay between many plasma processes oper
on many length scales and time scales—may also em
from simple sandpile-type algorithms. We shall explore t
question in Sec. IV. For completeness, we also note that
sandpile/SOC paradigm has found application to the prim
naturally occurring instance of toroidal magnetized plasm
namely astrophysical accretion disks; see, for example, R
21–23.

Let us now introduce the general properties of a sim
new sandpile model11 which incorporates previous models1,8

as limiting cases. We shall then review its potential r
evance for the dynamics of the coupled solar win
magnetosphere-ionosphere~notably the results of Ref. 7! and
for laboratory plasmas~examined in greater detail in Re
24!.

II. THE SANDPILE ALGORITHM

The sandpile is represented by a one-dimensional gri
N equally spaced cells one unit apart, each with sand
height hj , and local gradientshj2hj 61 . A repose gradient
zR is specified below which the sandpile is always stable~the
heightshj and the local gradients are measured relative
this!. A critical gradientzc is also specified and in the resul
presented here this is random;zc5^zc&6aR where R
5@0,1# is a uniform random deviate and the system has b
investigated for values ofa spanning three orders of magn
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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tude, here,a51. If the local gradient exceedszc the sand is
redistributed to neighboring cells and iteration produces
avalanche. The average magnitudes ofzc andzR simply scale
the total amount of sand and energy in the system.

Sand is added to this edge driven sandpile at the clo
boundary cell 1 at a constant inflow rateg51 ~to which we
have normalized thehj and time!. The inflow rate is small
compared to the inter-avalanche time, i.e.,zc /g@1 and the
dynamics is found to be insensitive tozc andg provided that
this condition holds; here we will show results for^zc&
5100. As soon as the critical gradient is exceeded the s
is redistributed. The redistribution rule is conservative a
instantaneous: avalanches are evolved until at all cells
local gradient is below the critical gradient and only then
further sand added. At each iteration within an ongoing a
lanche the height of sand behind the unstable site is redu
so as to flatten a ‘‘flowing’’ regionL<L f back to the angle
of repose; this sand is relocated to the next cell. The flow
region includes all sites behind the unstable site up to ei
the sandpile boundary or to maximum valueL f , whichever
is smaller,L f is then the fixed control parameter for a give
sandpile model.

The edge of an ongoing avalanche then propagates
wards from one cell (k) to the next (k11) if

hk2hk11.zc . ~1!

This results in a quantity of sandD being deposited on the
next cell ~where* indicates intermediate steps in the rela
ation!:

hk11* 5hk111D, ~2!

such that the gradient at cellsk2 i , i 50,L21 relaxes to the
angle of repose~here normalized to zero!

hk2 i* 2hk112 i* 5zR50, i 50,L21, ~3!

by conservatively removing sand

hk2 i* 5hk2 i2
D

L
, i 50,L21. ~4!

Equations~2!–~4! uniquely specifyD. Backward propaga-
tion of the avalanche edge~from k to k21) then occurs if
hk2hk21.zc and is achieved by the same redistributi
rule, that is, by adding sandD to cell k21 that has been
removed conservatively from cellsk1 i , i 50,L21.

An avalanche may be entirely an internal rearrangem
of sand or may continue until it spreads across allN cells of
the pile ~a system wide discharge!, in which case we apply
open boundary conditionshN* 5hN50.

The total energy dissipated by avalanche events~both
internal and systemwide! is just given by the difference in
the potential energy in the entire sandpile ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘a
ter’’ the avalanche:

de5(
j 51

N

hj
2U

after

2(
j 51

N

hj
2U

before

. ~5!

A major feature of this relaxation rule is that it enforc
a minimum length scaleL f for propagation of information
~correlation!. The model combines the dynamics of av
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. The time evolution of energy
in a 4096 cell sandpile, withL f5N.
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lanching through the inclusion of a critical gradient with
flowing region where redistribution occurs although the lo
gradient is less than critical.

The boundary conditions effectively drive the system
short spatial scales and remove fluctuations at the lar
spatial scales; instability will always first occur at cell 1 a
then can extend over a region of between 1 and N cell
length, whereas only avalanches of the length of the sys
will interact with the outflow boundary.

The parameterL f /N essentially controls the dynamica
behavior of the system. The special caseL f51 corresponds
to the trivial fixed point of the traditional BTW~Bak, Tang
and Wiesenfeld1! sandpile edge driven in one dimension;
this case the sandpile reaches a unique equilibrium confi
ration in which the gradients at all cells are just at critic
All avalanches areN cells in length and consist of eac
added ‘‘grain’’ of sand propagating from the top to the bo
tom of the pile. The other limitL f5N has been shown to
correspond to a nontrivial~repulsive! fixed point25 by appli-
cation of a real space renormalization group analysis.
RG procedure extracts scaling laws as scale lengthsL→`
and thus analytically provides the scaling for large scale
ternal avalanches; here predicting a power law of ind
21 which is found in both the statistics of lengths and e
ergy released by internal avalanches.26,11

A typical time series for the energy is shown in Fig.
for the caseL f5N. The 4096 cell sandpile was loade
slowly (g51) wrt the mean value of thezc j5100 anda
50.01. Here the angle of repose is normalized to zero;
time evolution may then be characterized by a system
growth as sand is added, interspersed with system wide
lanches where the energy falls back to zero, and inte
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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avalanches where the energy is reduced to some non
value.

The system is close to the vicinity of the nontrivial fixe
point for a range ofL f;N; as evidenced by power law prob
ability distributions of index21.11 The time series of such a
case, withL f51000 in anN54096 system is shown in Fig
2; dynamically this is similar to theL f5N case. Specifically,
the indicator of the dynamical properties of these syste
found in the rangeL f;N/42N is that a small change in th
level of fluctuations on the critical gradient,a, produces
strongly diverging time series which have~numerically! in-
distinguishable probability distributions for avalanch
lengths and energy release~see Ref. 11 for details!.

An example of dynamics far from theL f5N fixed point
is given in Fig. 3. HereL f550 ~all other parameters un
changed from the previous plots! and the probability distri-
bution of internal avalanche lengths exhibits power law slo
21 over a restricted range corresponding to small a
lanches of lengthL,L f .11 The system dynamics forl f!N
is now quasiperiodic~although each point in Fig. 3 corre
sponds to an avalanche!. In addition, the dynamics in the
time domain can be distinguished from that of theL f;N
systems by its robustness against varying the fluctua
level a; the time series do not diverge for different fluctu
tion levels.

We will now explore the relevance of these differe
regimes of behavior for plasma confinement systems:
earth’s magnetosphere, and for tokamaks.

III. THE DYNAMIC MAGNETOSPHERE

In order to compare the dynamics of avalanche mod
with the coupled solar wind-magnetosphere we first cons
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. The time evolution of energy
in a 4096 cell sandpile, withL f

51000;N.
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the effect of variable drive rateg ~for details see Ref. 13!.
There are three characteristic time scales implicit in any e
driven sandpile algorithm for such a system: the relaxat
time t r over which an avalanche takes place; the aver
time required, following an avalanche, for instability to rec
at cell 1,tu ; and the iteration time stepDt. It is clear that
tu;^zc&/^g& and hence, for instantaneously relaxing san
pile models (t r!Dt) we identify slow and fast loading re
gimes:
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
e
n
e

-

slow:t r!Dt!tu , ~6!

fast:t r!tu;Dt, ~7!

respectively. In the latter case, instability is likely to be tri
gered at each time step. NormalizingDt to unity, that is one
time step occurs in unit time, the fast loading condition b
comes^g&;^zc&. For any loading rate there is an effectiv
minimum avalanche length required to dissipate the ene
FIG. 3. The time evolution of energy
in a 4096 cell sandpile, withL f550
!N.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 4. The probability density of all
avalanches for a 5000 cell sand
pile with fueling as above (L) and
the mean fueling rate ten times lar
ger (s).
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associated with the sand added in eachDt. In the slow limit
this corresponds to less than one cell, in the fast limit
many. If the mean fueling ratêg& is increased towards an
beyond^zc&, the smallest scale avalanches will be incre
ingly eliminated. This will be reflected in the lower bound
any range of ‘‘power law’’ event statistics for energy relea
in the system.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the probabili
distributions for energy released by all avalanches~internal
and system wide! in an L f5N system for the above inflow
rate, and an inflow rate increased by a factor of 10.

The system wide event statistics~the ‘‘bump’’ at largest
energy! remain unaffected by the fast loading, illustrating t
fact that large avalanches are ‘‘well insulated’’ against
fueling process; however, the internal avalanche distribu
displays a dropout in the number of the smallest events
the case of constant loading there is a sharp cutoff atDE
;100 and events below this size are of low probabili
Above this, the emergent power law form of the energy
lease distribution is preserved up toDE of 105. The effect of
variability is to ‘‘soften’’ the peak atDE of 100, and to leave
some avalanches down toDE510. The large scale interna
avalanches, that is, those governed by the repulsive fi
point, are thus in a sufficiently large system robust aga
variation in the drive.

We will now attempt a comparison with observed patc
energy dissipation in the magnetosphere. Global ‘‘snapsh
images of the entire auroral oval are routinely imaged in
UV by the POLAR UVI instrument; these show resolvab
patches of luminosity on scales;10 km to substorm assoc
ated activity that spans the entire auroral oval. The size
integrated power of these patches can be extracted from
image by background subtraction and thresholding,7 the re-
sulting probability distribution of these are found to be i
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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sensitive to the threshold level. Results shown in Fig. 5
for analysis for the entire data set of January 1–31, 19
consisting of 9033 frames of auroral images. The data
split into ‘‘quiet’’ and ‘‘active’’ intervals corresponding to
times when substorm activity was absent, and was foun
the interval when the image was taken, respectively. T
total number of auroral blobs is 81 794 for quiet time a
155 347 for substorm intervals. We sort the distributions
five bins per decade. The upper range of the area is lim
by the total viewing scope of the instrument while the low
range by the instrument’s spatial resolution and sensitivi

We then see a ‘‘bump’’ in the tail of the distributio
corresponding to substorm events which dominate the
roral oval. Intriguingly, during these active times the syste
still generates structures on smaller scales which lie o
power law distribution. Within statistical fluctuations in th
histograms, the indices of these power laws are the sam
those which essentially characterize all events occurring
the absence of substorms. We now consider the implicat
of the conjecture that these patches of auroral emission
be identified with energy dissipation events~avalanches!
within the magnetotail. The individual POLAR UVI snap
shots provide statistics of the instantaneous distributions
the blobs rather than statistics of their duration; the la
cannot be unambiguously obtained from these data a
would require the identification of specific patches from o
frame to the next as they both move and change in tim
However, in a system near criticality, the statistics of t
spatial distribution of patches of activity is expected to
power law, and to have an index that is related to those of
event lifetimes and total energy dissipated~see, for example,
Ref. 12!. It should be stressed that this correspondence is
unique to SOC, being a property of other classes of h
dimensional nonlinear systems. A characteristic property
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. The probability density of
size, and integrated intensity, o
patches of activity in the aurora a
seen by POLAR UVI@after Lui et al.,
~2000!#.
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systems that are critical~in the sense that they are in th
vicinity of a nontrivial fixed point identified by RG as dis
cussed here! is that all these statistics are robust against fl
tuations in the critical gradients. We have explored this po
with a simple sandpile model which has the property tha
single parameterL f indicates whether the system is close
a nontrivial fixed point. The statistics of large internal eve
are then found to be power law over their full range, with
index that is robust against variation in the rate of addition
sand, and the value ofL f for a large range ofL f;N. This
suggests that the POLAR UVI analysis supports the orig
conjecture3 that the magnetosphere is~in the RG sense! in
the vicinity of a nontrivial fixed point.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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IV. VARIABLE L f AND TOKAMAKS

Recently, we have found significant qualitatative par
lels between aspects of the observed phenomenology
magnetic fusion plasma confinement systems and the an
gous outputs of the model with variableL f . We refer to Ref.
24 for a detailed account of current work, which extends
such questions as the correlation between confinement
hancement and edge localized mode~ELM! frequency. Here
we focus on one readily obtained observable, namely
average height profile of the simple sandpile model. This
shown in Fig. 6 for anN5512 system, for values ofL f that
explore the range of dynamics discussed above. These
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 6. Time averaged height profile
of the sandpile forL f550 ~a!, 150 ~b!
and 250~c! for a sandpile of length
N5512.
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dy
rg
files are time averaged over many thousands of avalan
and are shown for three different values ofL f in the range
50,L f,250. The sandpile profile shape, stored grav
tional potential energy, and edge structure~smooth decline or
pedestal! correlate with each other and withL f . As L f is
reduced, the edge pedestal steepens and the time ave
stored energy rises; multiple steps~regions of steep gradient!
are visible in trace~a! and to some extent trace~b!. By vary-
ing a single parameter, this extremely simple model th
generates features that have more than superficial simil
to, for example, the range of temperature profiles obtai
during a JET discharge reproduced from the work of C
way et al.27 in Fig. 7. This similarity appears to have deep
ramifications, which we explore elsewhere.24

FIG. 7. Radial temperature profiles measured with a 48 channel hetero
ECE radiometer at different times during a complex evolving JET discha
@see Conwayet al. ~1999!#.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined the properties of a simple 1.5 D av
lanche~‘‘sandpile’’! model that exhibits complex dynamic
which may be relevant to large scale~astrophysical! and
smaller scale~laboratory! magnetized plasma confineme
systems. The sandpile model dynamics are specified by
control parameterL f /N, which determines whether the sy
tem is in the vicinity of a repulsive fixed point. If so, th
probability distribution of energy release events and a
lanche lengths due to internal reorganization is power la
System wide discharges~flow of ‘‘sand’’ out of the system!
form a distinct group which in contrast have a probabil
distribution with a well-defined mean. The fueling or loadin
of the system~in the case of the magnetosphere, due to
solar wind! is often characterized by both strong variabili
about the mean, and a large dynamic range of mean en
input. The inverse power law form of the sandpile statist
has been shown to be robust under fast and/or variable l
ing. The effect of increased loading rates is to exclude eve
which dissipate smaller amounts of energy, hence the sa
pile tends to yield a single inverse power law regime w
turn off at lower energies. One would then expect inve
power law avalanche distributions to be a persistent fea
in long runs of data that include ‘‘fast’’ inflow conditions
and this is found to be the case in analysis of power diss
tion and size of patches of activity seen in the earth’s auro
oval; see, for example, Figs. 4 and 5 and Ref. 7. The ap
ent relevance to magnetic fusion plasmas of sandpile mo
regimes with smallerL f /N lies primarily in the emergence
of correlations between global confinement, profiles, a
edge gradients previously known only from tokamaks; s
for example, Figs. 6 and 7 and discussed further in Ref.
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